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Abstract—Digital restoration of mural painting estoration 

is very important for the continuation of world civilization and 

cultural management. In this paper, some virtual multitasking 

mixed enhancement algorithms are compared in enhancing 

painting images combining several classic methods of image 

denoising and sharpening. In experiments some excellent 

algorithms are identified, and some techniques, principles and 

understandings guiding a successful enhancement are discussed 

for better retrieval and interpretation of implied value 

information of cultural heritage.  

 
Index Terms—Cultural heritage, mural painting, virtual 

restoration, information retrieval, image enhancement, noise 

removal, edge sharpening, contrast enhancement.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The cultural relics are witness of world history and 

civilization and important part of cultural management. 

However, they usually can not be exhibited completely in 

front of people because of many irresistible factors such as 

some inevitably physical or chemical reactions, etc. The 

cultural relics with the loss and incomplete information bring 

negative impact on convenient and perfect communication, 

appreciation and research of cultural relics [1-4].  

For a long time, the experienced workers full of rich 

experience and perception repair damaged cultural relics 

through manual operation, cleaning and complementing 

colour, doing their best to make cultural relics display 

completely in front of everyone. However, once restoration 

results are finished, they can not be changed again. Just as the 

case of the repair work of fine arts in the Renaissance period, 

a slight negligence may lead to the loss of great collection 

value of precious cultural relics. Thus,  there is a huge risk in 

this repair way [5].  

At the same time, there are bigger differences in personal 

accomplishments among individual restorers, and each  

restorer must has his own cognition of every cultural relic, so 

repair results of cultural relic from different restorer are 

certainly different. 

In today's information age, the rapid development of 

computer technology afford the digital protection and 

preservation of cultural relics for the continuation of 

civilization. An image is a visual record of different material 

or intangible cultural objects with combined regions of 

similar texture and gray levels. The virtual restoration of 

cultural relics is a technology based on digital image 

enhancement and restoration, whose aim is to restore the 

missed and damaged part in digital scanned relic images using 

existing image information, imaging context and prior 

knowledge, in order to make the restored image close to the 

original one as much as possible [5,6]. 
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Virtual restoration of cultural relic images can greatly 

shorten the cycle of the manual restoration process by 

virtually guiding and evaluating the process with the help of 

powerful computer tools, and can largely prevent the damage 

of cultural relics in the process. In addition, virtual restoration 

results of cultural relic provide the possibility of permanent 

preservation free from natural and artificial damages, and 

convenient communication, appreciation and research for 

people from different fields. 

As a fundamental ill-posed inverse problem in image 

processing and low-level vision, digital image enhancement 

and restoration aims to reconstruct the latent high-quality 

image from its degraded observation [7-15]. In this paper, a 

comparative study on digital image enhancement and 

restoration for virtual restoration of mural painting is done to 

facilitate the display of information of traditional cultural 

heritage contained in relic images [9].  

II. RELATED METHODS 

The acquired relic images are often a degraded observation 

of real image, while the imaging degradation comes from 

various factors, such as noise corruption, natural environment, 

artificial damage, resolution limit, colour fading, scan errors, 

or a combination of them [9]. A satisfied restoration of 

scanned image still remains a challenging task with lots of 

unsolved problems. 

In the following part, we will only discuss and analyze gray 

mural image enhancement by image denoising and contrast 

improvement in order to better display important information 

contained in relic images.  

Image denoising. Image noise  degrades  visual quality  of  

an image and spoils important information required for  

pleased display.  Hence,  noise  removal  is often  a  necessary  

and the first step in the image enhancement process. Removal 

of these noise components from the image without destroying 

the useful information is highly challenging. To achieve the 

finest possible details required for perfect display it is 

necessary that relic images to be sharp, clear and free of noise 

and artifacts. Designing an algorithm to eliminate noise and  

enhance the contrast of relic images is very important. 

Denoising algorithms are generally classified into two types: 

spatial domain ones and transform domain ones [9].  

In spatial domain processing, the  basic  principle  of  most  

algorithms is to suppress the noise using weighted averaging 

processing of pixel intensities directly. Some of classic  

spatial domain algorithms are: Gaussian smoothing, mean 

filter, median filter, wiener filter, anisotropic diffusion filter,  

total variation filter, bilateral filter, non-local means filter 

(NLM), etc [9,10,12,15].   

In transform domain processing, the basic principle of  

most algorithms is to shrink transform coefficients to 

discriminate noise from image signal for ease of noise 

suppression. Some of classic  spatial domain algorithms are: 
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Fourier transform, wavelet soft and hard thresholding 

techniques, block matching collaborative filtering (BM3D), 

etc [9,10,12,13,15].    

Image contrast improvement. Most of relic images are  

complex with blur, fuzziness and low contrast due to 

insufficient illumination in nature. Highlighting important 

detail features in relic images is a challenging task. The main 

aim of image contrast improvement is to improve visual 

perception and to identify details of interest of degraded relic 

images. Various image contrast improvement methods have 

been suggested in literature to improve the appearance of  

relic images for better visual interpretation, understanding, 

appreciation and research. They can also be classified into 

two major categories: spatial domain techniques and 

transform domain ones [9].  

For classic spatial domain techniques, there are power filter, 

histogram equalization and its adaptive improvements such as 

contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE), 

unsharp mask filter, etc. For classic transform domain 

techniques, there are Fourier transform, wavelet  domain 

enhancement, etc [9,10,15]. 

Generally speaking, an enhancement algorithm needs 

simultaneously suppressing noise and increasing image 

contrast in order to achieve a better image quality. Thus, for 

enhancing a degraded relic image without magnifying its 

noise, an excellent multitasking mixed enhancement 

algorithm first uses a smoothing filter to remove image noise; 

then, a sharpening filter is employed to enhance image. 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A number of mural painting images have been enhanced 

and restored to compare multitasking mixed enhancement 

algorithms, including mean and median filters, NLM and 

BM3D filters, power filter, histogram equalization and 

CLAHE filters and unsharp mask filter (based on Laplace 

differential operation). Examples shown in Figs. 1-2 are old 

mural painting and ancient painting image. All methods are 

implemented using the MATLAB programming with gray 

scale range from 0 to 1. We rely on subjective evaluation to 

assess the visual quality of the enhanced images in this paper.  
In Figs. 1-2, a mural painting images of Chinese character 

and an old Chinese painting image are enhanced to restore 

implied information of traditional cultural heritage.  

First, image denoising methods are used to remove noise in 

the image to avoid enhancing image noise: mean filter (3×3 

window), median filter (3×3 window), NLM (7×7 search 

window, 3×3 similarity window and 0.03-0.12 smoothing 

factors), and BM3D (default parameters, 25 noise deviation). 

As one can observe that, both NLM and BM3D denoise 

images well preserving most important image features. The 

NLM preserves fine details of images well, while the BM3D 

preserves  and even repairs edges of images well, except 

producing annoying artifacts. Both mean and median filters 

do not smooth images well so that many fine details have been 

lost.  

Then, image enhancement methods are used to highlight 

important image features after having removed noise in the 

images by NLM filtering: power filter (0.6 adjustment factor), 

histogram equalization, unsharp mask filter (0.3 adjustment 

factor), and CLAHE filter (17×17 window, 0.003 adjustment 

factor). It is obvious that, both power filter and histogram 

equalization do not produce pleasing image effects with local 

parts of either too bright or too dark in sharpened images. The 

unsharp mask filter enhances image edges and details 

effectively, but it also produces annoying overshoots around 

image edges, which can be avoided using the confined 

Laplacian enhancement method [14]. The CLAHE produces 

overall pleasing images though its sharpening is worse than 

that by the unsharp mask filter in edges and details of images. 

To enhance real mural painting image is not an easy task, 

and there is not a unified optimal method of image 

enhancement: different image has different hue range, gray 

level distribution, histogram and features such as textures, 

details and edges, etc. Here, the feature detection of image is 

very critical to a successful image enhancement method: to 

enhance image features of interest, while, on the contrary, to 

weaken other features. However, which features of image are 

important,  and which are not?  

At the same time, one can see that the effect of image 

enhancement by enhancing contrast is not the same as that  by 

sharpening edge. Moreover, for some images data both 

correction and filling up are necessary to perfectly restore the 

broken areas, where one needs deep professional knowledge 

and rich experiences of painting restoration. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

To enhance mural painting images for retrieving and 

evaluating of important information of cultural heritage, some 

multitasking mixed enhancement algorithms are compared 

including image denoising, contrast enhancement and edge 

sharpening. In experiments on damaged painting images some 

excellent enhancement methods are identified, and deep 

understanding of image enhancement will further guide this 

challenging problem. In the future to enhance colour painting 

image will be carried out owing to more information 

contained in colour channels. 
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Fig. 1  Digital enhancement of a Chinese character mural painting (from top-left to bottom-right). Original image,  results by 

mean, median, NLM and BM3D  filters, respectively. 
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Fig. 2  Digital enhancement of a Chinese character painting (from top-left to bottom-right). Original image, results by 

smoothing (mean, median, NLM and BM3D filters), and by sharpening (power, histogram equalization, unsharp mask and 

CLAHE filters after nonlocal means filtering), respectively. 
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